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1 hour ago . Fugitive Paris terror attack suspect fears reprisal from ISIS for not blowing himself up during
massacre. BY Meg Wagner. NEW YORK DAILY 2 days ago . Two people were killed and more than 5000 rounds
were fired in the raid near Paris, but officials were not sure if the suspected ringleader of Sweden Arrests Terror
Suspect After Manhunt - WSJ Suspected Mastermind of Paris Attacks Killed Al Jazeera America Police dog and
man stabbed, suspect shot in Titusville - Florida Today 38 minutes ago . Noon update: Reno Police still is
responding to a shooting suspect barricaded at the Motel 6 on Plumb Lane and Virginia Street. Suspect Synonyms,
Suspect Antonyms Thesaurus.com “Maggie is one gorgeous girl, altogether worthy of playing a leading role in
SUSPECT, Robert Craiss heart-tugging novel about two wounded war veterans who . Suspect Definition of suspect
by Merriam-Webster 22 hours ago . Sweden Arrests Terror Suspect After Manhunt. A 25-year-old of Iraqi origin is
thought to have entered the country to carry out an attack. U.S. lawmakers got suspect Turkish campaign cash USA Today
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6 hours ago . WASHINGTON — A Turkish religious movement accused of illegally financing congressional travel
abroad may have also provided hundreds UPDATE: Shooting suspect barricaded at Reno Motel 6 Synonyms for
suspect at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. 1
day ago . The FBI has made an arrest in connection with the theft of 16 guns from a Massachusetts Army Reserve
armory. Northport cars rummaged through, suspect sought, Suffolk police . SUSPECT is a team of passionate
designers, visual effects artists and creative directors that provides dynamic design, visuals effects and brand
solutions. Texas campsite attack: 6 dead, suspect in custody - CNN.com 1 hour ago . Space Coast Regional
Airport is shut down and blocked after Titusville police say an armed suspect stabbed a worker and a police dog
on Suspect Define Suspect at Dictionary.com 7 hours ago . Suffolk County police and Crime Stoppers said a man
rummaged through several vehicles in Northport before making off with some items on Sword-wielding suspect
arrested in Dairy Queen robbery Suspect in Hollywood stabbing booked on suspicion of attempted . suspect
meaning, definition, what is suspect: to think or believe something to be true or probable: . Learn more. From Old
French suspect, from Latin suspectus, perfect passive participle of suspici? (“mistrust, suspect”), from sus-,
combining form of sub (“under”), + speci? . SUSPECT TV 7 hours ago . Police have arrested a suspect in the
Tuesday night robbery of a Port Huron Dairy Queen. Suspect - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 1 day ago . The
suspected mastermind of the Paris attacks was among those killed in a police raid in a northern suburb of the
French capital on 4 minutes ago . Police watched the suspected mastermind of the Paris attacks being led by a
woman into an apartment the evening before both died there in a Suspect Befriended Family Before Texas
Campsite Massacre: Cops . A homeless deaf-mute man, Carl Anderson is arrested for her murder. Is the most
timely movie of 2015 a Blu-ray release of a movie from 1982? Quiz: All About Liam Neeson. Suspect (1987) - IMDb
Suspect arrested in theft of guns from Army Reserve facility Fox News 1 day ago . Earlier today, the Washington
Post reported that Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the Belgian national believed to have masterminded the terror attacks v.
sus·pect·ed, sus·pect·ing, sus·pects. v.tr. 1. To consider (something) to be true or probable on little or no evidence:
I suspect they are very disappointed. 2. Man, police dog stabbed near Titusville airport; suspect shot - News 13
3suspect. verb sus·pect /s?-?spekt/ : to think that (someone) is possibly guilty of a crime or of doing something
wrong. : to think that (something) is possibly the cause of something bad. : to think that (a crime) has possibly been
committed. 2 off-duty NYPD detectives apprehend Hollywood Walk of Fame . 48 minutes ago . An investigation is
underway after a Titusville police officer shot a suspect following the stabbings of a contractor and police dog near
Space France Unsure if Raid Killed Top Suspect in Paris Attacks - The New . 1 day ago . Authorities are
investigating two crime scenes and have a suspect in custody after six people were found dead in Anderson
County, Texas. Tapped phone led Paris attack leader to his death Reuters SUSPECT is a high-end visual effects,
design, production company based in the Flatiron District in New York City. SUSPECT on Vimeo Fugitive Paris
attack suspect fears reprisal from ISIS - NY Daily News 1 day ago . Brown said she saw a man in plain clothes
holding a gun on the stabbing suspect and then using his foot to keep him on the ground. The man Suspect definition of suspect by The Free Dictionary 1 day ago . The man suspected of stabbing a Russian tourist multiple
times on Wednesday at a popular Hollywood tourist destination was arrested after French Authorities Still Unsure
Whether Top Suspect in Paris Attacks . Suspect definition, to believe to be guilty, false, counterfeit, undesirable,
defective, bad, etc., with little or no proof: to suspect a person of murder. See more. Amazon.com: Suspect
(9780399161483): Robert Crais: Books In the law enforcement jargon, a suspect is a known person accused or
suspected of committing a crime. Police and reporters in the United States often use the word suspect as a jargon
when referring to the perpetrator of the offense (perp in dated US slang). suspect Meaning in the Cambridge
English Dictionary 2 days ago . A Texas man accused of killing six members of a family at a campsite befriended

his victims and helped them free a stuck vehicle before suspect - Wiktionary

